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Modelland - the FIERCE NEW NOVEL BY TYRA BANKS—IS OUT!
No one gets in without being asked. And with her untamable hair, large forehead, and gawky body, Tookie
De La Crème isn’t expecting an invitation. Modelland—the exclusive, mysterious place on top of the
mountain—never dares to make an appearance in her dreams.
But someone has plans for Tookie. Before she can blink her mismatched eyes, Tookie finds herself in the
very place every girl in the world obsesses about. And three unlikely girls have joined her.
Only seven extraordinary young women become Intoxibellas each year. Famous. Worshipped. Magical.
What happens to those who don’t make it? Well, no one really speaks of that. Some things are better left
unsaid.
Thrown into a world where she doesn’t seem to belong, Tookie glimpses a future that could be hers—if she
survives the beastly Catwalk Corridor and terrifying Thigh-High Boot Camp. Along the way, she learns all
about friendship, courage, laughter and what it feels like to start to believe in yourself.
When you enter the fantastical world of Modelland, you'll see that Tookie was inspired by Tyra’s life as a
supermodel. All those crazy and wild adventures Tookie has with her friends? Some of them were ripped
straight from the headlines of Tyra’s life! Tyra knows all about beauty and fashion and fierceness, and she
shares everything here in MODELLAND. It’s fun, zany, and 100 bazillion-percent Tyra.
You don’t want to miss Tyra’s amazing new novel!
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From reader reviews:
Madeleine Bandy:
What do you concerning book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you
really need something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your time? Or are you busy
man or woman? If you don't have spare time to perform others business, it is gives you the sense of being
bored faster. And you have free time? What did you do? Every individual has many questions above. They
need to answer that question due to the fact just their can do that will. It said that about reserve. Book is
familiar in each person. Yes, it is proper. Because start from on pre-school until university need that
Modelland to read.

Eunice Huynh:
Nowadays reading books be than want or need but also get a life style. This reading routine give you lot of
advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge the actual information inside the book which
improve your knowledge and information. The info you get based on what kind of publication you read, if
you want send more knowledge just go with education and learning books but if you want really feel happy
read one along with theme for entertaining for instance comic or novel. Typically the Modelland is kind of
publication which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Tracy Rojas:
Hey guys, do you really wants to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the headline Modelland
suitable to you? The particular book was written by well-known writer in this era. The book untitled
Modellandis the one of several books which everyone read now. This kind of book was inspired many men
and women in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimension that you ever
know before. The author explained their concept in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to
understand the core of this guide. This book will give you a wide range of information about this world now.
To help you see the represented of the world in this particular book.

Ronald Folk:
Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
proficiency or thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your short space of time to read it because this all time you only find publication that
need more time to be go through. Modelland can be your answer given it can be read by anyone who have
those short free time problems.
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